
SHORTLEG HECTOR TROUSERS
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Multi-pocket trousers with 4-way stretch parts at
crotch and knees for extra movability and comfort
Covered front button
2 side pockets
1 mobile phone pocket
2 thigh pockets with leg pockets
1 ruler pocket
1 pen pocket
2 back pockets
Knee pockets in Cordura® reinforcement
1 badge holder
1 hammer loop
Extendable hem
EN ISO 13688:2013
EN ISO 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 0 in
combination with HEROCK® knee protection
21MI0901

Composition

Main fabric: 65% polyester - 35% cotton ripstop
fabric 210g/m²
4-way stretch fabric: 93% polyamide - 7%
elastane
Reinforcement fabric: Stretch 88% polyamide
Cordura® - 12% elastane

Size

SL40 - SL42 - SL44 - SL46 - SL48 - SL50 - SL52 - SL36
- SL38

Color

  

Technologies

Multipocket

This item has 5 or more
pockets for storing
different articles and
accessories.

4 way stretch
fabric

Four-way (or 4-
way) stretch means
a fabric stretches and
recovers both width and
lengthwise

Extra freedom of
movement

This item has been
especially developed to
ensure an optimal freedom
of movement. 

Small size 36

Size 36 is available for
these trousers

Ripstop

Ripstop fabrics are
woven fabrics using a

Phone pouch

This item has a special
compartment for carrying



special reinforcing
technique that makes
them resistant to tearing
and ripping. During
weaving, reinforcement
yarns are interwoven at
regular intervals in a
crosshatch pattern.

a cellular phone.

Knee protection

This item has the
possibility to add extra
padding for the comfort of
your knees and is
compatible with Herock’s
knee protectors.

Shortleg

Men come in all shapes
and sizes. That is why
Herock© also has short
pant lengths in sizes SL40
to SL52. In addition, all
Herock© trousers have an
extendable hem of 5cm, so
they can be made to fit all
leg lengths.
 

Fabrics

Wasa
Cordura®
YKK

Certificates

EN ISO 13688

General requirements for protective clothing.

Read More

EN ISO 14404

This standard describes the test methods and
requirements for knee protectors for work in a
kneeling position.

Read more

https://www.herockworkwear.com/en/certificates
https://www.herockworkwear.com/en/certificates

